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Access to data is an essential part of artificial intelligence (AI) technology development efforts.  Government and 
corporate actors have increasingly imposed localized and hyper-localized restrictions on data due to rising 
mistrust—the fear and uncertainty about what countries and companies are doing with data, including perceived 
and real efforts to exploit user data or create more powerful and possibly dangerous AI systems that could threaten 
civil rights and national security. If the trend is not reversed, over-restriction could impede AI development to the 
detriment of all. Solutions are offered to improve trust through the adoption of legal and social policies that ensure 
transparency in data collection and use, and explainability of decisions made by AI systems that affect people’s 
lives.  
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Introduction  
The unprecedented proliferation and access to data has        

produced all sorts of benefits. Data has enabled        

development of artificial intelligence (AI) systems that       

improve public health, enhance delivery of public       

municipal services, and make consumer products work       

better, faster, and more efficiently.1 This trove of        

available data has also revealed how people interact        

with one another and even how aspects of society         

works.2 It is no wonder that “big data” has received so           

much attention, and why some technology companies       

and governments place a premium on getting their        

hands on more of it.3 

Indeed, when it comes to creating newer, better, and         

more complex AI systems,4 developers point to data as         

their most valuable commodity. To them, data is more         

precious than gold; it is the essential resource for         

creating advanced AI technologies.5 Many popular      

AI-driven applications, for example, are designed not       

just for in-app purchases and advertising revenues, but        

also to datamine users’ interactions, creating a       

data-generating machine for the app’s creators.6 The       

TikTok app is a notable example. Ostensibly, it is an          

ad-based revenue tool for ByteDance, its current       

owner.7 But running in the app’s background is a data          

juggernaut: TikTok users interact with the app and        

upload billions of audio-video files to the company’s        

data servers every year, data that can be used to refine           

existing AI algorithms and create altogether new ones.8 

Data’s importance to the AI industry has also led some          

world leaders to view it, and AI technologies more         

broadly, as part of national security and economic        

imperatives.9,10,11
When Donald Trump accused TikTok’s      

owner of operating a system that “threatens to allow the          

Chinese Communist Party access to Americans’      

personal and proprietary information—potentially    

allowing China to track the locations of Federal        

employees and contractors, build dossiers of personal       

information for blackmail, and conduct corporate      

espionage,”12
he underscored not only the White       

House’s broader national security concerns about      

China, but also the high value U.S. leaders place on          

data, especially data needed by AI developers.13
This        

aligns with the White House’s goal of “protecting the         

American AI technology base from attempted      

acquisition by strategic competitors and adversarial      

nations,”14
and its larger effort to lead the world in AI           

innovation.15, 16 

Other countries, especially India and Australia, have       

imposed their own restrictions on TikTok, as well as on          
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other Chinese apps and data. After those countries’        

clashes with China, they banned TikTok, WeChat, and        

hundreds of other apps within their respective borders,        

cutting off users’ access to the apps and, by extension,          

stemming the flow of app data to the app’s owners.17
          

Other government leaders, including those in Russia,       

China, and the European Union (EU) Commission,       

have adopted other forms of data restrictions. Russia,        

for example, employs data censorship to restrict access        

and block data exports. The EU issued regulations        

governing handling and storage of personal data and        

has initiated efforts to protect what it believes is its          

unique industrial data, going so far as to articulate         

goals that differentiate its member countries’ data, and        

the so-called “European AI” built from it, from other         

countries’ data and AI.18 

State actors are not the only ones placing restrictions         

on data and AI. In the absence of regulations in the           

U.S., companies in the AI industry have themselves        

placed barriers and silos around data and data sharing,         

ostensibly to dominate the AI market through the        

control and monetization of useful raw data, especially        

user-generated data.19
Combined with government     

measures, those business strategies threaten to lessen       

competition in the AI technology market, impede some        

AI developers’ access to world markets, and potentially        

limit the benefits of AI.20, 21, 22 

In Parts II and III of this paper, we refer to these            

government- and corporate-led actions around data      

and AI as localized or hyper-localized restrictions23
, and        

argue that rising mistrust—the fear and uncertainty       

about what countries and companies are doing with        

data, including perceived and real efforts to exploit user         

data or create more powerful and possibly dangerous AI         

systems that could threaten national security—could      

lead to excess restrictions and impede AI       

development.24
In Part IV, we suggest ways to enhance         

trust through adoption of policies for improving       

transparency around the collection and use of user and         

other types of data, and explanations about how AI         

systems make decisions that affect users.25
  

From Data Globalization to Data 
Localization 
From an historical perspective, actions by governments       

and industry leaders to restrict data are antithetical to         

decades-long efforts by scientists to globalize      

technology for scale across borders, which began in        

earnest with the development of the Internet and the         

World Wide Web.26
At the time Tim Berners-Lee        

developed the Web at CERN in 1990, the principle of          

universality underscored the vision he and many other        

scientists held for the global Internet: 

“For anyone to be able to publish       

anything on the web, all the      

computers involved have to speak     

the same languages to each other,      

no matter what different hardware     

individual users have access to or      

what cultural and political beliefs     

they have. In this way, the web       

breaks down silos while still     

allowing diversity to flourish.”27
 

Berners-Lee’s exploration of ways to facilitate      

information sharing between computers and the      

creation of worldwide communication and information      

access fulfilled a vision held by scientists for decades.         

That vision promoted technology designed with      

globalization in mind: tech made in one location scaled         

for cross-border deployment and wide accessibility. His       

work eventually laid the foundation for the future        

digital age and a proliferation of data that came with          

it.28
 

To promote an open and universal web, CERN made         

the underlying code of the Internet available to all to          

use, royalty-free, in perpetuity.29
The Internet’s dot.com       

era, beginning in the middle to late 1990s, flourished as          

a result. Buying and selling products and services        

shifted from brick-and-mortar stores to online ones,       

and social networks allowed peers and family members        

to interact over the Internet for “free” (while operators         

in the background monitored every user click and page         

view to better target advertising). More recently, the        

Internet has facilitated the development of myriad new        

smart devices that operate at the edge of networks         

within private homes and cars, and powerful, compact        

computing devices small enough to carry in pockets,        

allowing anyone, anywhere (with Internet access) to       

find information on a computer half-way around the        

world. Downloadable apps for work and entertainment       

have become ubiquitous. This explosion of data       

creation and sharing by users, however, raised concerns        

about privacy and ultimately prompted the adoption of        

policies embodying principles of data localization. 

Data localization is the collection, processing, and       

storage of data at a particular location or region, as well           

as restrictions on what data can be transferred away         

from the location or region and how.30
At the state level,           

China and Russia, and more recently the European        

Union (EU) and United States, have adopted data        

localization policies (Table 1). In China and Russia,        
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access to the Web and the availability of data over the           

Internet is restricted (China’s web restrictions are       

colloquially known as the “Great Firewall”).31
In both        

countries, data localization restrictions require that any       

data about Chinese and Russian citizens be stored in         

China and Russia, respectively. In effect, this creates a         

one-way valve on the Internet’s global data pipeline:        

information outside of those countries’ borders can flow        

in (though it may be censored), but data about their          

own citizens cannot flow out, with limited exceptions.32
 

  

 Table 1: Summary of Data Localization Policies. 

In Europe, the EU’s General Data Protection       

Regulations (GDPR), which ushered in a new paradigm        

for how governments control their citizens’ personal       

data, established requirements for storage and export       

of European data to computers outside the EU.        

Enforceable beginning in 2019, the Regulations were a        

direct result of a lack of trust in others’ use of user’s            

personal and identifying information. The Regulations      

do not restrict foreign companies from cross-border       

access to the EU, but do place conditions for the flow of            

data back to those companies. Unlike China and        

Russia’s restrictions, the GDPR provides transparency      

and user control over data. Specifically, users can opt         

to open the valve allowing their data to flow out of the            

EU. 

In addition to regulating personal data, the EU has also          

proposed a single market for EU-specific data and        

European AI.33,34,35
Its regional solution is to build        

cooperation among EU members and harness the       

“enormous volume of new data yet to be generated” in          

the EU, data that will be less about people and more           

about processes, including industrial data from      

transportation, shipping, manufacturing, energy, and     

agriculture sectors.36
This neo-protectionist approach     

to data leverages data for EU’s competitive economic        

advantage. 

In the U.S., the White House’s Federal Data Strategy         

includes measures to prevent public release of       

confidential and private information in U.S.-specific      

data using, among other techniques, statistical      

disclosures in place of actual data.37
The National        

Security Council for Artificial Intelligence (NSCAI) has       

raised concerns about sensitive U.S. data leaving the        

country, and has suggested limiting the ability of hostile         

actors to acquire such data.38,39
In Congress, a bill         

offered in November 2019 (the “National Security and        

Personal Data Protection Act of 2019”) would, if        

enacted, prohibit “the transfer of data to, and storage of          

data within, foreign countries that threaten U.S.       

national security.”40
At the state level, lawmakers in        

California, Illinois, and elsewhere have passed      

privacy-related restrictions around user data within      

their respective borders.41,42
 

Among other factors, mistrust underlies the trend       

toward imposing greater data localization restrictions      

and less unfettered communication of data over the        

Internet. As discussed below, AI technology companies’       

handling of user data has also led to a rise in distrust            

and an increased use of hyper-localized data       

restrictions, further restricting data. 

From Data Globalization to Data 
Localization 
Data hyper-localized restrictions target the conduct of       

one or more companies, technologies, or industry       

segments whose actions give rise to real user privacy         

and other data-centric concerns. Examples include      

state and local government restrictions on the use of         

facial and other biometric data collection technologies,       

Executive Orders targeting specific Chinese companies      

and their data-collection apps, and state laws       

restricting use of data-based algorithmic decisions      
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Country/

Region 

Data 

Localization 

Policy 

Remarks 

United 

States 

Limited 

restrictions on 

the flow of data 

about citizens 

Many restrictions are 

healthcare and 

medical 

data/information - 

specific 

European 

Union 

Conditional 

release of data 

about citizens 

out of the EU 

User-centric focus 

allows the individual 

user to direct the flow 

of data 

Russia Mandatory 

local storage of 

data about 

citizens 

Internet and media 

censorship 

China Mandatory 

local storage of 

data about 

citizens 

Internet and media 

censorship 

(nicknamed “The 

Great Firewall”) 
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systems, among others. In contrast, lawmakers have so        

far largely allowed other controversial technologies,      

notably content promotion algorithms employed by      

social media companies, to operate unfettered, despite       

rising distrust in the face of controversial data        

practices.43
 

Facial and biometric data collection technologies are       

some of the most widespread and controversial       

technologies to emerge from the surge in AI        

development in recent years. Following documented      

instances of misidentification leading to false arrest,       

bias, and other serious problems with the technology,        

as well as rising concerns about surveillance privacy in         

general, local and state governments have passed       

dozens of ordinances and laws generally targeting uses        

of the technology in the wild. 44,45
In doing so, they have            

also indirectly restricted the data used to develop the AI          

models powering the technology and the data those        

systems collect. Interestingly, some of the same AI        

companies that commercialize facial recognition     

systems have called on lawmakers to regulate the        

technology,46
an openness perhaps borne out of       

necessity more than anything, as the current legal        

landscape they operate in begins to resemble a        

patchwork of differing restrictions. 

The TikTok and WeChat Executive Orders are the        

clearest recent examples of hyper-localized data      

restrictions targeting specific companies. Both Orders      

arose from perceived potential threats posed by foreign        

governments. The WeChat Executive Order raises      

concerns about “a Chinese database containing billions       

of WeChat messages sent from users in not only China          

but also the United States….”47
Similarly, the TikTok        

Executive Order raises concerns about the app’s       

automatic data capture abilities, which reportedly      

include the ability to track the location of Federal         

employees, the use of personal information for       

blackmail and corporate espionage, and the use of data         

for disinformation and misinformation campaigns, and      

more.48
Notably, although the Executive Orders could       

have simply closed the valve on data flowing from         

American users to countries outside its borders, thereby        

alleviating users’ and national security concerns about       

data and AI, the White House chose to instead prohibit          

transactions with TikTok and WeChat, whether      

between users or advertisers. TikTok has a narrow        

opportunity for reinstatement, if it sells its U.S.        

operations to an American company.49
One      

consequence of this approach is that potential U.S.        

owners would not only gain control over user data         

generated by the apps in the U.S., but also potentially          

gain access to the proprietary algorithms and source        

code behind a foreign company’s AI technology.50
 

 

Rising distrust in AI systems is a natural consequence         

of the opaque, black box nature of their algorithms and          

data use. One such technology that has so far escaped          

data hyper-localized restrictions is content promotion      

algorithms used by social media companies, despite       

being castigated by lawmakers, the media, and the        

public for its excessive data collection efforts, murky        

data usage policies, ways in which they handle users’         

data (including reselling it to others without notice),        

opaque algorithms, and creating “echo chambers,” in       

which balanced viewpoints and content are scarce.       

More than others, Facebook’s content promotion      

algorithms have been criticized for what some consider        

deleterious, unquantifiable influence and real harm.51
      

The U.S. intelligence community has widely      

acknowledged Russia’s extensive use of Facebook to       

interfere before and during the fall 2016 U.S. election.52,
        

 

53
But even today, it is impossible to know how          

Facebook’s content promotion algorithms    

recommended Russia’s election propaganda, which     

users were targeted by the disinformation, or how much         

of an effect those interference efforts had on American         

voters. During the 2020 U.S. election, Facebook and        

other social media companies voluntarily altered their       

content promotion algorithms to identify and block       

certain election-related disinformation or claims. Even      

so, the rising distrust trend may not be successfully         

reversed absent data restrictions. 

The industry giants, particularly the largest AI       

technology developers, have furthered the rise of       

distrust through their efforts to amass big datasets and         

acquire smaller AI companies. By deploying AI systems        

to collect user and other forms of personal and         

behavioral data while at the same time removing        

competition, accusations of anti-trust monopolies have      

begun echoing through the halls of Congress.54
As a         

result, just in the last half of 2020, top AI technology           

company CEOs have been grilled on Capitol Hill about         

antitrust, disinformation, and data mishandling, and      

calls to break up Facebook and possibly other        

companies have gained much attention.55,56,57 

Notably, the apparent uneven treatment between      

content promotion technologies in social media, which       

have escaped data hyper-localization restrictions, and      

facial recognition technologies in the biometric      

industry, which have been hit hard by restrictions,        

reflect how AI technologies in general may be        

governed.58
Lawmakers seem willing to impose data       

and other restrictions on AI systems when actual and         

immediate harm is traceable directly to an AI        

technology, as in the case of facial recognition, but less          

so when an AI system’s actions and perceived or actual          

harm appears to be causally attenuated, diffuse, not        

immediately felt, or not concretely actionable (at least,        

outside the political realm). 
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Although the reasons for and against imposing data 

localized and hyper-localized restrictions may differ, 

some data restrictions may nevertheless be needed to 

promote civil rights, create a level playing field in the AI 

industry, and address legitimate national security 

concerns, among other benefits.59
 Unless reforms 

specifically targeting trust are implemented, however, 

the current trajectory could lead to over-restricting 

data, resulting in more siloed data, a slowing of AI 

development for the benefit of all, and a fractured 

technology world.  For example, lawmaker’s responses 

to facial recognition could overly-restrict the technology 

to a point that technological progress in areas where 

facial recognition could benefit society is slowed, such 

as in the detection and prevention of human trafficking. 

Figuring out how best to curtail nefarious or 

undesirable use cases for AI technologies while allowing 

beneficial ones to operate will be a challenge for 

lawmakers and policymakers going forward. 

Law-Based Policies for Rebuilding 
Trust 
The place to start rebuilding trust is where mistrust and          

distrust originate: the interactions between users and       

AI technologies. This is where fear and uncertainty can         

arise, driven in large part by a lack of transparency          

about how user data is being handled and a general lack           

of available, understandable explanations about how      

data-based systems like AI work and make decisions.        

Both state and non-state actors have a role to play in           

rebuilding trust. 

Lawmakers and government agencies, for their part,       

can introduce standards for data and AI with the goal of           

improving transparency and explainability. Some of      

these efforts are already underway. For example, the        

National Institutes of Standards and Technology      

(NIST) is currently exploring appropriate technical      

standards for AI systems, and has already issued        

standards for certain data-based technologies.60 

In the absence of governmental technical standards,       

however, the AI technology industry itself should       

collaborate and establish open data collection and       

transparency standards, published for public comment.      

Each industry segment that employs user-centric AI       

technologies and collects user data may need their own         

unique standards, but consistency across industries will       

give users confidence in companies’ purposeful      

engagement with them and the challenges and       

conflicting interests surrounding data privacy and data       

use. Standards should be developed whenever a new        

use for an AI technology is to be deployed. 

Among the necessary industry standards that would       

improve trust, data privacy should be near the top on          

the list. The AI industry should change the way data          

privacy policies are developed and made available to        

persons affected by them. In a study of privacy policies          

by the New York Times, the longest policies took         

readers nearly 35 minutes to finish, with an average         

reading time of about 18 minutes. Many policies are         

written such that adequate comprehension is beyond       

most people’s ability.61
Standards for privacy policies       

should ensure none are “verbose and full of legal         

jargon.”62
 

Data use and privacy policies could also include        

concrete examples to explain difficult legal issues and        

illustrate the effect of selecting one privacy option over         

another. Clear descriptions of what data is collected and         

why should be employed. The oft-used but vague “so we          

can improve our services” should be eliminated from        

privacy policies, unless companies are forthright and       

honest about their interest in user data. For example, if          

data are collected from users and about users to build          

new AI systems or improve existing ones that can be          

monetized, a privacy policy should clearly disclose that        

fact and offer users alternatives. 

In the absence of good faith self-governance by the         

industry, lawmakers may need to enforce privacy policy        

requirements, for example by promulgating rules      

requiring companies that collect, store, and use a        

threshold amount of user information (based on       

monthly active users or data processed) to submit their         

privacy policies for government review and also to        

certify annually that actual operations were in       

compliance with those policies or explain any       

deviations from those policies. Knowing one’s      

published policies are scrutinized by a regulatory       

authority, especially one with investigatory and law       

enforcement powers, could at least cause more       

companies to regularly question their own actions       

toward data. A federal agency like the U.S. Federal         

Trade Commission (FTC) could lead this effort as part         

of its enforcement of the anti-deceptive trade practices        

under the FTC Act. 

Greater transparency could also be achieved by       

providing real-time indications to users when their       

interaction with an AI system generates data that may         

be mined by a company for its own purposes beyond          

the basic operation of its system. For example, if brief          

voice recordings uploaded to a company’s server help it         

create and improve a machine learning automated       

speech recognition (ASR) model, a data policy could        

include an example to illustrate what actions by the         

user or the company trigger collection of the user’s         

voice recordings and how much of the recordings are         

used. At the same time, a visual or audible indicator,          

text message, or email could provide users feedback        
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when their interaction with a company’s AI system is or          

has generated data that the company mined for its own          

use. Surveillance notices are already imposed on       

businesses who use cameras in their facilities to        

monitor customers. 

Data policies would also benefit from a straightforward        

explanation of how users’ data can be used outside the          

companies that collect it. That is, who specifically the         

data can be sold to, what the third parties can do with            

it, and who the third parties can resell it to.63
          

Companies, not users, should have the burden of        

evaluating the terms of service (TOS) of third parties         

who companies sell user data to, including evaluating        

what the third party can do with user data and what           

foreseeably could be done with the data. For example, if          

data is resold in an anonymized format but could be          

deanonymized by the third party, or if aggregation with         

other data by the third party could allow the data to be            

deanonymized, the company’s privacy policy should      

include a clear explanation of that possibility.       

Consumers could be further reassured by descriptions       

of the company’s review of third parties’ data privacy         

policies and the company’s enforcement mechanisms.      

Enforcement of the data collector’s TOS restricting data        

usage should be a necessary and ongoing facet of data          

resale to downstream purchasers. 

Even the most carefully scripted language in data        

privacy policies and TOS agreements, however, may       

leave users wondering if a company is living up to its           

words. The black box nature of many AI systems makes          

it impossible for users to know for sure how those          

systems make decisions that can affect them, which        

compounds mistrust. AI-powered content    

recommendation tools are notable examples.     

Recommender systems intake users’ present and past       

viewing histories (passively-collected user data) and      

stated preferences (user-supplied data) and output      

content that the model believes would be of interest to          

the user. Yet, in most cases, a user has no idea what            

happens when he or she clicks on the “like” button,          

views a video, or clicks through pages on a website. By           

not explaining how an AI-based recommender system       

makes decisions, a user can feel a company is intruding          

on their private interactions through unnecessary      

monitoring.64
 

Moreover, there is an assumption that AI systems are         

always accurate in their decision-making roles, but an        

AI system may be employed to merely offer the best          

option among several choices given a set of input         

features. Thus, companies using AI systems to make        

decisions affecting people should provide a confidence       

bar along with the output to give insight into the AI           

model’s “thought process.”65
For example, an AI model        

used to assess whether a person should receive pretrial         

release on bail (a yes/no classification model) should        

provide its decision along with a range of possible         

outcomes that are within a stated confidence for a         

human operators (e.g., an expert, judge, or jury) to         

evaluate. A classification decision with a wide       

confidence band (suggesting less confidence in the       

correctness of the result) may be less persuasive to a          

trier of fact than, say, a decision that is associated with           

a tighter confidence band. 

Similarly, companies should provide insight into which       

input features an AI system weighted more than others         

when making its decision or taking an action. As         

developers add more and more features to a system         

input to better model a real-world distribution, they        

may find that several features stand out as being         

weighted the most. Identifying those features helps       

developers understand their own model and how to        

improve it, but can also help those impacted by an AI           

systems’ decision understand what stood out as being        

relatively more important to the model. This sort of         

insight can also help assess a model’s potential inherent         

biases. 

Finally, companies should also consider implementing      

tools to timely receive feedback from those directly        

impacted by a company’s AI systems, and comments        

from other interested stakeholders about the company’s       

data collection policies and its efforts to explain how its          

AI systems work. Feedback should be assessed relative        

to the aforementioned standards, both subjective and       

objective.66
This underscores the need for companies to        

publish industry-wide and company-specific standards     

applicable to their AI systems, so that they remain         

accountable to users. While publicizing feedback might       

seem counterintuitive to risk management, it can       

showcase for consumers how well a company is        

following through on promises of improved      

transparency and explainability. 

It may be naïve to expect every technology company         

will fully embrace transparency. Any company that       

opens their AI system to public scrutiny also risks the          

intellectual property driving it—hardly a sustainable      

business model. It would be equally naïve to expect all          

technology companies will effectively self-police their      

actions. Facebook’s Oversight Board, which ostensibly      

was installed to be seen publicly doing something about         

the company’s content moderation policies, was given       

limited powers and scope, raising doubts about its        

effectiveness as a self- enforcement mechanism.67,68
 

Instead, it falls to lawmakers and government agencies        

to meaningfully enforce any data and AI regulations        

and incorporate them into international treaties to       

enact a worldwide standard and enforcement policy.       

Lawmakers may benefit from careful review of the        

GDPR’s enforcement mechanisms, including the     

European Data Protection Board, and learn from the        
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pitfalls and growing pains it observed over the past two          

years.69 

Conclusion 
The power of today’s AI technologies to transform the 

world economy and improve people’s lives has not been 

over-hyped. Getting the most out of AI, however, 

requires a meaningful degree of trust in data and AI 

technologies at user, local, and international levels. In 

this paper, we describe how data localization and 

hyper-localization restrictions are reactions to rising 

mistrust and distrust felt by users, government leaders, 

and technology companies around issues of data and 

AI, which breeds anti-globalization, nationalistic 

sentiments about data, isolation of AI technology 

development, and could lead to a fractured technology 

world. It will take a concerted, purposeful effort by 

stakeholders to counter these impulses and achieve the 

benefits that advanced AI systems can provide for all. 

Implementing policies to improve transparency and 

provide better explanations about how AI systems 

collect and use user and other types of data are 

suggested as means to rebuild trust. Companies that 

make and deploy AI systems are best positioned to lead 

the charge toward greater trust by adopting 

standards-based and comprehensible transparency and 

explainability policies for data and AI. 
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